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ABSraAcr

Gdd-bearing quartz vein systems in the Juneau gold belt formed within a 160-km-long by
5- to 8-km-wide zone along the western margin of the Coast Mountains, Alaska. Vein systems
are spatially associated with shear zones adjacent to temne-bounding, midCretaceous thrust
faults. Analysis of vein orientations and sense of shear data define a stress configuration with
greatest and least principal axes oriented subhorizontally with northeast-southwest trends and
subvertically, respectively. This local stress configuration is compatible with the far-field plate
configuration during Eocene time. Isotopic ages of vein formation indicate that fluid cycling
occurred between 56.5 and 252.8 Ma, and are consistent with a genetic link between veining
and a change in plate motion in early Eocene time. Veining was also synchronouswith the latter
stages of rapid exhumation and voluminous plutonism immediately inbaard of the gold belt. We
propose a model in which interacting tectonic events facilitated fault-valve action and vein
development along now-exhumed shear zones.

INTRODUCTION
Mesothermal goldquartz veins provide
some of the best fossil records of fluid cycling. Various workers have investigated the
mechanisms of fluid cycling and vein development. Robert and Brown (1986)d e m i d
the mechanical relation between shear and
tensional veins on the oredeposit scale. At
the regional scale, Kerrich and Wyman
(1990) proposed a link between mesothemal
vein deposits and accretionary tectonics. To
explain crustal hydraulics, S&son (1981,
1990) and Sibson et al. (1988) developed the
fault-valve model for fluid flow and cited
compelling evidence for a genetic link between seismic activity and hydrothermal
mineralization. Boullier and Robert (1992)
substantiated the notion of significant fluidpressure fluctuations associated with veining based upon microstructural and fluid-inclusion studies of goldquartz vein systems.
Most studies of Mesozoic and older mesothermal vein deposits have indicated a long
durationofhydrothermal activity. Geochronologic studies of vein deposits in Canadian
Archean rocks have indicated that hydrothermal activity at several deposits in the
Abitibi belt may have lasted over large time
spans (up to 54 m.y.), on the basis of *OAI/
39Arages (Robert, 1990). Similarly, ages for
Phanerozoic mesothermal vein deposits
have suggested relatively long,lived hydre
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thermal episodes (tens of millions of years)
in the Victoria region of Australia (Phillips,
1991), the Megurna terrane of eastern Canada (Kontak et al., 1990), and the Mother
Lode of California (Bohlke and Kistler,
1986).
Eocene vein deposits in the Juneau gold
belt provide an opportunity to investigate
some of the youngest and best exposed mesothermal vein systems in the world. Located
in northern southeastern Alaska, the Juneau
gold belt is centered about a series of deeply
exhumed fault zones that acted as fluid conduits for adjacent gold vein deposits. In contrast to data from pre-Cenozoic gold systems, a short-lived (-1 m.y.) crustal-scale
dewatering event in the belt was d e s c n i d
by Goldfarb et al. (1991) for the extensive
vein formation. New isotopic ages, discussed below, indicate that this event occurred over about 3-3.5 m.y. More important is that the relations d e s c n i herein
provide insights into development of mesothermal vein systems and shed light on fluidcycling processes within deep contractional
fault zones. We propose a model in which
fluid flow and gold deposition are temporally
and genetically related to orogenic events in
the fore arc of the Coast Mountains
batholith.
GE0UX;Y OF THE LODES
The Juneau gold belt consists of more
than 200 gold-bearing quartz vein prospects
and mines in a 5-8-km-wide zone striking
northwestward for approximately 160 km

between the Kensington deposit south to the
Sumdum Chief mine (Fig. 1). Individual deposits range from isolated veins less than 1
m wide to vein systems up to 4 krn long, 300
m wide, and at least 1-3 km deep. Goldbearing veins were formed at 250-350 "C,
and at depths of >4 krn from fluids believed
to have been derived from prograde metamorphic reactions (Goldfarb et al., 1988;
Goldfarb, unpublished). Two deposits, the
Alaska-Juneau and Treadwell, have been responsible for 90% of the 210 tonnes of gold
produced from the belt since the 1880s.
Regional Setting
Veins in the Juneau gold belt are hosted
by lithotectonic terranes that have been juxtaposed against one another along a system
of west-verging, mid-cretaceous thrust
faults (Crawford et al., 1987; Gehr~!se! a!
1992; McCIeUand et al., 1992; Rubin et al.,
1990; Gehrels, unpublished). Thrust faults
strike northwestward and dip moderately to
steeply eastward; older rocks to the east
were systematically thrust westward over
younger rocks. From the Coast Mountains
batholith westward, mixed metasedimentary and metavolcanic rock sequences include (1) Carboniferous and older rocks of
the Yukon-Tanana terrane (Gehrels et al.,
1992); (2) Permian and Triassic rocks of the
Taku terrane that are in contact with YukonTanana terrane rocks along the Sumdum
thrust fault (Gehrels et al., 1992); (3) Jurassic-Cretaceousrocks of the Gravina belt that
are separated from rocks of the Taku terrane
by the Fanshaw fault (Fig.
1).
Rocks throughout the belt were regionally
metamorphosed to prehnite-pumpemte fac i e ~by Cretaceous time. A Barraian metamorphic event, beginning about 70 Ma,
produced facies ranging from lower greenschist to upper amphibolite within the
Yukon-Tanana and Taku terranes (Forbes,
1959; Himelberg et al., 1991). Several major magmatic events also occurred between
midCretaceous and middle Eocene time. A
suite of -105 to 90 Ma diorite plutons was
intruded into Gravina belt and Taku terrane
rocks throughout the gold belt. Sheetlike to-
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wins, which are east-northcast-~t~iking,
shear-tensional veins displaying shear steps
indicative of left-lateral displacement and
which are present within right-stepping. en
echelon swarms, and (3) tension veins,
which dip gently to the west and east (Table
1). Mutually crosscutting relations among
the three vein types can be reconciled with
a single regional stress regime in which the
maximum principal stress was oriented subhorizontally in a northeast to southwest direction and the least principal stress was
subvertical.
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Flgure 1. Locatlon map of Juneau gold belt showlng general geology, first- and secondorder
structures, and major vein deposlts (labeled black areas).
nalite plutons were emplaced 5-10 km east
of the gold belt between -72 and -58 Ma
(Gehrels et al., 1991). The bulk of the intrusive suite in the region, located 15-20 km
east of the gold belt, includes undeformed
granite and granodiorite bodies that were
emplaced between 55 and 48 Ma (Barker et
al., 1986; Gehrels et al., 1991; Snee, unpublished data). Folding, thrust faulting, &etamorphism, and plutonism in the region are
products of a progressive compressional
event that continued until late PaleoceneEocene onset of dextral motion along the
D e n a l i a a t h a m Strait fault system (Gehrels, unpublished; Miller and Gehrels,
unpublished).
Structural Relatioas of the Auriferous Veins
The structural grain of the region is defined by a northwest-striking, moderatety to
steeply northeast-dipping, penetrative foliation that developed during progressive de204

formation between Cretaceous and Eocene
time. The majority of the mineralized vein
systems in the gold belt strike northwestward. First-order structural controls on the
veins are the Fanshaw and Surndum thrust
faults (Fig. I), which in many places coincide with a prominent topographic feature
known as the Coast Range megalineament.
Abundant quartz and carbonate veins within
the fault zones suggest that these structures
acted as fluid pathways. Second-order structures are defined at the deposit scale and are
characterized by shear zones within 0.5 to 2
km of the Sumdurn and Fanshaw faults.
Third-order structures, sympathetic to second-order structures (Fig. I), contain the
gold-bearing veins. Third-order structures
are composed of (1) shear veins, which
strike northwest, dip steeply to the northeast, contain moderately north-nonheastplunging striations, and display evidence for
right-lateral reverse displacement; (2) hybrid

Age Relations of the Veins
Auriferous veins cut the regional metamorphic fabric and thus were emplaced after
the Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary Barr a i a n dynamothermal event. 40Ar/3qAr
ages of muscovites from veins from five of
the major deposits in the belt confirm this
observation and reveal that much of the vein
emplacement occurred between 56 and 55
Ma (Goldfarb et al., 1991). Additional isotopic dates from the shear, hybrid, and tension veins indicate that veining was cyclic
between about 56 and 53 Ma (Table 1).40Ar1
39Arages of 58-57 Ma from biotite collected
from metamorphosed sedirnenta~y rocks
within the footwall of the Sumdum fault, as
well as from ore-bearing diorite, indicate
that rocks in the Taku terrane and Gravina
belt were caofed below about 280 "C a! l e s t
1 m.y. prior to vein emplacement. Between
the Alaska-Juneau and Treadwell deposits,
biotite in greenstone within the Fanshaw
age of 62 Ma.
fault zone yielded anm~f19Ar
Finally, fluid inclusion studies and oxygen
isotope geothermometry indicate that Kensington veins formed at -350 "C, and the remainder of the deposits formed between
-2.50 and 300 "C.These temperatures are
equivalent to the blocking temperature of
muscovite and suggest that the veins were
never subjected to temperatures higher than
the blocking temperature of muxovite.
Thus, the apparent ages of the veins are interpreted to reflect emplacement ages and
not cooling ages.

TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION OF
MINERALUXTION TO THERMAL
EVENTS, EXIWMATION, AND FARFIELD PLATETECM)NIC STRESSES
Magmatic activity in the Coast Mountains
occurred prior to, during, and after auriferous vein emplacement. A major thermal
went manifested by intrusion of the Coast
Mountains batholith lasted from about 55 to
48 Ma (Barker et a]., 1986, Gehrels et al.,
1991; Snee, unpublished data) and is coeval
with the ore-firming episode. The relation
between this magmatic event and the goldGEOLOGY. March 1W

TABLE 1. a&/39Ar AGE SPECTRUM AND SlRUCNRAL DATA FOR
HYDROTHERMAL MUSCOVlTES OF THIRD-ORDER VEINS
Deposit

Style*

Kensington Shear
Shear
Shear
Shear
Shear
Hybrid
Hybrid
Tension
Tension
Tension

Orientation
A P P ~ age
~ Q ~
(Sir)
(strike, dip*)
335". 65'
56.4
3359 65"
54.2
3.W.60"
55.0
0000.61°
55.3
3509.65"
54.0
MZO.47'
54 4
54.9
075'. 85'
012°J20; 18O0.3I0
53.5
000'. 23-35'
54.0
54.1
55.07
335". 61'
SS.5t
335'. 65'
53.2
0200.25"
55.3
52.8
55.17
3 W . 609
56.1 t

10
- .

M.I
M.1
to.1
M. I

fl.4
f0.2
M.I
M .I
M .I
M .3
HI.
3
M.I
M.3
M.I
M.2
M.3

Percent 3 9 r ~
on plateau
244~
67
87
57
94
60
73
72
62
60
79
82
66#
78
33$#
1O$#
87

Vein geometries as noted above suggest that
the near-kid stresses during mineralization
were compatible with far-field compression.
Timing constraints on hydrothermal activity
correlate well with changes in plate motion
during which a transpressive regime may
have been established. In such a case the
vein deposits may have formed within compressional jogs along the transpressive zone.

INTEGRATED MODEL FOR VEIN
DEVELOPMENT AND FLUID CYCLING
Our model for fluid flow and vein development is based on inferred genetic links beJualin
Shear
tween near-field processes of ductile-brittle
Shear
faulting, exhumation, and heat flow. and on
Tension
far-field plate motions. The synchroneity of
Treadwell Tension
plate-motion changes with the final stages of
Tension
AlaskaShear
rapid uplift, the onset of dextral strike-slip,
Juneau
and
a large thermal anomaly make it difficult
070". 75'
54.2
M .1
76
Hybrid
to
define
any one process as responsible for
Sumdum
Hybrid
075'. 75'
55.17
M.2
95
vein development. But the fact that these
Chief
Note: Apparent argon loss and apparent ages of an age spectrum step up from low- to highthermotectonic events occurred sirnultaextraction temperature.
neously with vein development lends cred'Indicates unknown style of orientation.
+Ages originally published in Goldfarb et al. (1991).
ibility to our model that fluidcycling events
$Apparent age and percent 3 9 ~ rreflect the maximum date of higher temperature steps in the age
and associated formation of gold-bearing
spectrum; therefore ages are minimum estimate.
veins are inherent fore-arc processes of
#Apparent argon loss.
orogenesis.
Migration of fluids into chamelways
could have been initiated by uplift, a thermal
Northeast event, and/or a changing regional stress
I field. Rapid exhumation of overlying aquitards could aid vein development in two
ways: volumetric expansion of water acFlgure 2. Schematic cross
rsctlon looking to northcompanying uplift can facilitate hydraulic
west through Treadwell
fracturing (Norris and Henley, 1976), and
(TRD) and Alaska-Juneau
unloading would decrease the vertical stress
(AJ) depostts and showing
(least principal stress), thus enhancing the
flrst-order thrust faults,
plutonlc rocks, and information of shallowly dipping tensional
terred fluid-flow pathways.
veins. Magmatic heat could drive metamorArrow marked +30 km rephic pore fluids trapped in country rocks
fers to distance batholith
into permeable fault zones, and gold could
extends to east. Gr = Grabe leached from country rocks during intervina belt, Tk = Taku terram, YTr = Yukon-Tanana
connection of flow channels and fluid advecterrane, FF = Fanrhaw
tion (Fig. 2). Additionally, a shift from orfault, SF = Sumdum fault,
thogonal to oblique convergence and the
Hiqh-Permeability
Tn = tonailto s11is, G/Gd =
zones
onset of transcurrent motion on northwestgranites and granodlorttw
ot Coast Mountains bathe
striking structures would lower the effective
Fluid ROWtines
Ilth.
mean stress and increase permeabilities.
Nowhere else do we know of a vein sysFirst-Order
tem of such magnitude in which individual
Structures
mineralized structures can be shown to be
mutually crosscutting and to have formed
over 3-3.5 m.y. While this narrow age range
bearing veins is not clear. The Eocene igne- ization and plutonism along the western may be one of the most tightly constrained
ous rocks and veins are separated by 15-20 flank of the Coast Mountains. Changes in among mesothermal vein systems, *Ari
krn at the present surface. Emplacement of the orientation of the far-field stress config- 39Ar age data with a precision generally of
a single large intrusion or multiple intru- uration occurred during the early Eocene -e 1-3 x 105yr (la)provide only a maximum
sions may have driven metamorphic fluids (Engebretson et al., 1985). A counterclock- duration of the veining cycle. Yet this time
trapped in pore spaces up the eastdipping wise rotation in the direction of absolute mo- span correlates with fluid cycling events
thrust faults. Rapid exhumation between 60 tion of the Kula plate has been suggested to which have been modeled to have periodicand 48 Ma (Hollister, 1982; Crawford et al., have occurred at about 56-55 Ma (Lonsdale, ities of lo3-105 yr (Nur and Walder, 1990).
1987) was contemporaneous with mineral- 1988), or 54-53 Ma (Cande and Kent, 1992). seismic events capable of rupture length/
GEOUXjY. March 1994
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width ratios of approximately 100 have periodicities of 10' yr (Sibson, 1990), and convective flow due to thermal pulses has
periodicities of i d - l d yr (Norton, 1984; B.
Dutrow and 0.Norton, unpublished).
DISCUSSION
Crosscutting relations behveen and overlapping ages of different vein types illustrate
the cyclic nature of the vein events reflective
of variations in near-field stress axes due
to fluid fluctuations (Boullier and Robert,
1992). Fault-valve behavior (Sibson, 1981,
1990; Sibson et al., 1988) due to contraction
at a high angle to the first-order structures,
best explains these observations and is wmpatible with the main mineralizing event being associated with local compressionaljogs
in a transpressive zone due to overall farfield compression. The ultimate control on
the fluid flow and emplacement of the veins
was tied to a feedback loop between nearfield processes and far-field stress configurations between -56 and 52 Ma. Near-field
processes include plutonism that could have
affected the thermal regime and fluid flow in
the vicinity of the gold deposits (Fig. 2). Exhumation may have facilitated veining due
to the volumetric expansion of water, andlor
it may have lowered the vertical stress as
unroofing progressed. Last, a change in the
local stress regime, due to a switch in farfield plate motions from normal wnvergence~tooblique convergence, may have decreased the normal stress across the region,
resulting in increased perrneabilities along or
near major fault zones (Fig. 2).
The synchroneity of fluid flow and fracture development with the final stages of re.
gional exhumation, a large thermal event,
and changes in plate motion may be an essential combination of processes necessary
for gold-vein minerahation. It is only with&
such young systems as the Juneau gold belt
that recognition of these tectonic processes
and the ability to correlate oreantrolling
mesoscopic structures with far-field stresses
is readily feasible.
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